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Introduction

For mapmakers, animating maps
presents an amplified cartographic
challenge. Because animated maps
are difficult and expensive to
make—even with today’s power-
ful software and computers—a
designer will want to be reason-
ably confident that their efforts
will pay off with a map that is both
attractive and informative. There is
no shortage of poorly conceived
and clumsily executed maps with
animated content to be found these
days, and many such examples
seem made for no other reason
than “they look cool” (Campbell
and Egbert 1990).  In the spirit of
Edward Tufte, it is always worth
asking why do I need to animate these
data? Does the animation lend
something to the representation
that would be difficult or impos-
sible to convey in static form? If
the answer is yes, than the added
expense and time of creating an
animated map may well be
justified. Cartographers who want
to use animation to make a better
map must know the strengths and
limitations of animation as a tool,
and how map-readers are likely to
be impacted by animation.

This article presents suggestions
for creating effective animated
maps derived from my experiences
both as a user and as a creator of
animated maps, as well as insights

from formal user-testing over the
past few years. Below, I offer some
solutions to the four major chal-
lenges identified by Morrison
(2000) with watching and learning
from animated graphics: disappear-
ance, attention, confidence, and
complexity.

Challenge #1: Disappearance

By their very nature animated
maps change, often quite dramati-
cally from moment to moment. As
a result, there is always the poten-
tial that the map-reader will miss
important information or cues.
Because of disappearance (i.e., blink
and you miss it), many basic map
reading tasks can be very difficult,
such as: estimating the size of
symbols or areas, matching colors
to a legend, comparing one symbol
to another, or reading text labels.
As MacEachren (1995) notes, due
to perceptual power of motion we
should expect a decrease in the
ability of map-readers to notice
differences in non-dynamic visual
variables on animated maps. As a
result, the individual frames of the
animation should be relatively
simple since small details are
unlikely to be noticed. This is true
of both the base map and the
thematic data. In many cases, a
simple base map with a few data
classes or features can be highly
effective and dramatic. Extra
information only competes for the
readers’ attention and may in-
crease the chances of missing
important cues or events.

Solutions to the problem of
disappearance include letting the
viewer (1) watch the animation
multiple times (looping), (2) stop
the animation and proceed frame-
by-frame, and (3) adjust the frame-
rate or speed of the animation (see
Figure 1, page 82). Testing has
shown that map-readers become
frustrated with maps they cannot
control (Monmonier and Gluck
1994, Koussoulakou and Kraak
1992). More complex solutions

include the use of “decay” images
where important features linger in
the image. For example, a propor-
tional symbol map showing
earthquake events over the last 100
years may need to exaggerate the
length of each earthquake event
(let the symbol fade slowly). In
other words, the event is not
drawn to its correct temporal scale
because a 2-minute event in a 100-
year animation would be missed if
not exaggerated in time. Temporal
exaggeration is analogous to
spatial exaggeration on static maps
(e.g., exaggerated highway widths
on road maps).

Figure 1 (see page 82): Minimize
the footprint of the interface and
devote as much of your limited
screen real estate to the map itself.
Do not hide important interface
controls (a common mistake) as
most people will not try to find
them, thinking, what they see is
what they get. Standard VCR-style
controls (stop, start, etc) are widely
understood, and should normally
be included since testing has
shown users are frustrated by, and
perform poorly with, maps they
cannot control.

Challenge #2: Attention

The problem of where to look as
the animation plays (i.e., attention)
is a related to disappearance. I
have seen that many map-readers
who have limited experience with
animated maps do not know where
to look (a problem with the map) or
what to do (a problem with the
interface). All other things being
equal, the less intrusive and
demanding the interface, the more
time the user can spend looking at
the content.

“Sequencing” is one strategy
that has proven successful with
learning from animated maps
(Slocum et al. 1990, Patton and
Cammack 1996). By depicting the
information in a logic and pre-
defined sequence, the cartographer
can increase the likelihood that the
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reader will notice important
features or events in the animation.
Voice-overs and sound prompts
can also be effective in directing
the readers’ attention. Another
strategy is to employ dynamic map
symbols at critical moments. For
example, flashing or moving
symbols are more obvious and
ascend the visual hierarchy.
Monmonier (1992) was one of the
early proponents this strategy. For
example, in his Atlas Touring
maps individual enumeration
units and their corresponding bar
chart graphic would blink for a
few seconds to focus the users’
attention (Figure 2, see page 82).
Testing has shown, however, that
excessive use of such “attention
grabbing” symbols can be annoy-
ing and virtually impossible to
ignore —hence the abundance of
blinking symbols on Web adver-
tisements! (Monmonier and Gluck
1994, Harrower et al. 2000).

Challenge #3: Complexity

Many animated maps try to do too
much and end up saying very
little. Burdening the user with
more information than they can
process in real-time undermines
the map’s design and may confuse
or mislead the reader. Effective
animated maps are often highly
generalized so that only the most
important trends or feature
emerge. This may take the form of
data filtering (e.g., presenting only a
subset of the data), data smoothing
(e.g., running average to reduce
the variability), or aggregating the
data into two or three classes. For
example, consider using categori-
cal data legends. A legend that
depicts “High”, “Medium”, and
“Low” is very easy to understand
and colors for those classes should
be easy to remember so that the
user does not have to divide their
attention between the map and the
legend. The numerical details of
those classes can be given later
once the larger patterns have been

noticed (e.g., by directly clicking
on a symbol/color to retrieve
specific rates).

Acevedo and Masuoka (1997)
employed a highly simplified and
highly interpolated representation
of urban growth in Washington,
DC (Figure 3, see page 83).  Al-
though this growth process is
complex, their map is successful
because the data are generalized,
they used hundreds of individual
frames so that the amount of
change between frames is small,
and the maps have been greatly
smoothed. Their animated map
consisted of only two classes—
urban and non-urban—in order to
more clearly show the rapid (and
non-linear) urban growth rates of
the last 200 years.  No attempt is
made to characterize differences
within the urban class (e.g., retail,
residential, industrial).  By not
depicting changes within the city,
the reader is free to focus on the
relationship between the city and
the surrounding county and the
shape of the urban expansion.

Letting users turn data on and
off can help reduce information
overload. Changing the tempo of
the animation can also help by
allowing users to slow down the
map during complex periods of
change, or speed it up to “blur-
out” noise and insignificant events.
Giving users the ability to change
the tempo of an animation (i.e.,
change the temporal scale of the
map) is analogous to zooming and
panning on static maps (i.e.,
change the spatial scale of the
map).

It is my contention that ani-
mated maps are better suited to
depicting geographic patterns (and
changes in those patterns) rather
than specific rates. If retrieval of
exact rates is important, provide
the numbers (i.e., data) in some
other form such as a spreadsheet.
With interactive maps, there is no
need to burden the reader with
trying to rapidly extract specific
rates from generalized symbols (a

weakness of most thematic maps):
have that information appear on
demand, when it is needed.  One
of the cornerstones of today’s
geographic visualization systems
is the use of multiple linked
representations—such as a
planmetric map, parallel coordi-
nate plot, and 3D block diagram—
that each cater to different knowl-
edge construction tasks. Similarly,
by using complementary data
portrayals, such as histograms or
charts that are labeled with the
specific rates/values, we may be
able to increase either the amount
or kinds of information the user
can process compared to a solo
animated map.

Challenge #4: Confidence

Evidence exists that users, espe-
cially children, are less confident
of the knowledge they acquire
from animation than from static
graphics (see Rieber and Parmley
1995, and Morrison 2000). Since
people have far more experience
visually interpreting static graph-
ics than animated graphics, it is
not surprising that without equiva-
lent experience and training,
people are less confident with
animation.

A strategy that can increase user
confidence is to provide a short
(e.g., less than 30 seconds) guided
introduction to the interface before
showing the data, thus breaking
the learning curve in two: first
learn what the map can do (the
tool), then apply that knowledge to
learn about the map (the data).
Since most animated maps are not
meant to be full-fledged GIS
viewers, they need significantly
simpler interfaces that become
transparent to the user as quickly
as possible. Otherwise, the user
may abandon the map because
they become intimidated by the
interface not because they were
incapable of understanding the
map.
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In order to make it possible to
add animation to a map and make
it possible for a broad audience to
successfully interpret the map, the
basic cartography must become
highly focused and quickly
readable. While this is the same
general guidance that would be
given to mapmakers who want to
convert a map that was originally
intended for paper to be used on a
computer screen, the degree that
guidance must be followed is
considerably higher for animated
maps since both the computer
medium (at 72-96 dpi) and the
ever-changing images limit your
design choices. For example, use
larger text than you would on
paper maps (at least 10 pt),
brighter colors, thicker line
weights, and less detailed base
maps. What you loose due to the
display limitations of the medium,
you can make-up through
interactivity, linked displays, live
data delivery, and multimedia
possibilities. Digital and Web
cartography fail when we try to
reproduce paper maps on-screen.
New media demand new graphic
techniques.

Thinking of the User: “Effort-to-
Reward Ratio”

As a rule of thumb, strive to have
the time it takes to learn how to
use the map be less time than it
takes to play the map. This is the
effort-to-reward ratio: the designer’s
job is to maximize it. Tapping into
existing popular interface meta-
phors (e.g., pull-down menus) and
cartographic techniques (e.g.,
dark-equals-more color schemes)
can accelerate the learning process.
One of the best methods for
improving your map is to formally
test it with potential users (e.g., not
other programmers, but members
of your target audience). Watch
them as they use your maps—
often a humbling experience—and
ask them questions about both the
interface and the map. Discover

what is causing them trouble, and
never hesitate to incorporate their
suggestions. I have come to
appreciate how important testing
is in the development cycle of
dynamic maps.
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